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 Create dynamic, natural-sounding stereo-panning with the new Shadow Hills Synchronizer-Panning Plug-In. Learn more. Make
your guitar sound like it’s playing through a speaker cabinet, and you’ll hear what the Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor does
to your sound. Learn more. Making Room for the New Shadow Hills Mastering Plug-In The number one selling feature in the

original Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor was its ability to give your guitar sound its “room,” or make it “roomier” and
“crisper” than it really is. In order to get this effect, the original Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor had to compress a mix of

your guitar, the room it was playing in, and the speakers themselves, while limiting any frequencies outside of that mix, or
outside of your headphones, to keep the effect from creating a “clipping” or “ringing” sound. Because the original Shadow Hills
Mastering Compressor is a one-rackspace plug-in, it can only handle so much processing, and the new Shadow Hills Mastering
Compressor is an eight-rackspace plug-in, making it significantly more powerful than the original. With the new Shadow Hills
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Mastering Compressor, you can now get the same room, or “roomier” and “crisper” sound without having to do all of that
processing, making the Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor a lot more flexible and easier to use. To get the same room as the

original Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor, you’d have to compress your entire mix, including the room it’s playing in, and the
speakers, and then limiting any frequencies outside of your headphones. The new Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor makes
room for your mix, but still keeps the room for your guitar, the room it’s playing in, and the speakers. This gives you the same

room as the original Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor, but without all of the processing. That’s the beauty of the new
Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor. It lets you get the same room as the original Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor, but

without all of the processing. The new Shadow Hills Mastering Compressor is also designed to be more flexible. It allows you to
use the effects as a f3e1b3768c
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